
BABY MAFIA 1131 

Chapter 1131: "Challenging Celestials" 

"We have a beef with the beast tamer guild. So, I don't think it's fair to use their appraiser." 

Code-L refuted the blonde celestial's words once more. 

"We have money to use the portal to go to other countries and use the beast appraiser there. How is it? 

That will be fairer." 

But the celestials didn't want to agree because their purpose was to collude with the beast tamer guild 

and rob Blaze from Ainsley's hand. 

They all knew that Blaze had great potential, and even the beast tamer was greedy for this beast, who 

could be a future sacred beast or even a legendary beast. 

As celestials with wings, they also didn't want to see a beast with wings like them end up under a blood 

clan's control like Ainsley. 

Even if Ainsley isn't a blood clan's cub, since the Winged Guild under their protection disliked and hated 

Ainsley to the bone, they also didn't like Ainsley. 

"We found Blaze in Gasha Country and it's more reasonable to use Gasha Country's guild service. We 

will assure you that the appraisal process will be fair and just." 

The blonde celestial paused before adding, 

"You can trust us because we are celestials. Although we have some relationship with the Winged Guild, 

we will absolutely be fair and neutral." 

The celestials used their image as a race full of justice to pressure Code-L to hand over Blaze! 

Others did think that celestials were all kind and full of justice, but how could it be? 

Just like there were bad elves and good elves, there could be bad celestials and good celestials too! 

Code-L had already exhausted her patience to debate with this woman. 

The woman kept insisting on wanting to take Blaze away...but Code-L was never a patient beast. 

Since this woman is courting death…why don't she grant her death?! 

The cat's eyes flashed with a hint of murderous intention, and she was about to move her claws to reap 

someone's life when Ainsley's milky voice suddenly sounded behind her. 

"Dear celestials. No matter how just and fair you are, you're not a certified judge in this human country. 

We don't have any obligation to trust your so-called justice." 

Ainsley laughed as she trotted to Code-L's side. 

She was much shorter than the celestials, and even Code-L was taller than her, but no one could ignore 

her appearance. 



The guild founder is finally here! 

The guild members who were watching the debate with fearful hearts immediately calmed down. 

They didn't know Ainsley for that long, but miraculously, they believed that Ainsley could solve any 

troubles! 

The celestials immediately noticed the short toddler in front of them and when they heard the baby's 

words, their faces instantly flushed red in shame. 

Yes. Although they're called the judges of this world, blah blah blah, the real 'judges' are the fairies and 

not them. 

They're just a war tool, to be precise. 

And since when can they be a rightful judge in a human country? 

If the logic is like this, all judges in Gasha Country should be celestials and not human beings! 

"Dear celestials. I will never give Blaze to you for inspection, so if you are dissatisfied with me, you can 

challenge me in the arena." 

Ainsley smiled widely at the celestials, acting calm and leisurely. She even had time to pick her nose with 

her thumb. 

"Anyway, although you guys aren't a part of Gasha Country's guilds, I heard that all sorts of grievances 

and trouble can be solved in the arena!" 

Don't say that Ainsley liked to beat people in the arena. It's just that...this is indeed the fastest way to 

face shameless people like these celestials. 

All of them are hypocrites! 

The celestials never expected Ainsley to be so bold to challenge them. 

So far, there had never been an interracial duel because no one was crazy enough to challenge celestials 

in Gasha Country! 

The blonde celestial's face instantly darkened. The woman gritted her teeth as she spat her words one 

by one. 

"Little brat. Are you sure you want to challenge us? Will it be a frontal duel or other challenges?" 

Don't look down on celestials. 

They're a race born to fight, and although the world has been at peace for a long time already, the 

celestials weren't like those ignorant geniuses that Ainsley defeated. 

They had enough fighting experience, and it would be harder to fight them! 

Ainsley's purpose in challenging the celestials was exactly to break her limit and stimulate her potential. 

If they weren't dangerous and strong, why would Ainsley purposely say this? 



The baby nodded calmly at the blonde woman's question. "I'm serious. Just tell me when we can fight. 

But it will be a duel and not a battle royale." 

Ainsley wouldn't underestimate the celestials, unlike the geniuses she defeated before. 

Thus, it was impossible to fight more than one celestial in one go. 

Still, fighting one celestial at a time didn't seem to be a problem. In fact, Ainsley even looked forward to 

it. 

The blonde woman snorted and silently thought that Ainsley was so ignorant and arrogant. 

Just because she won against some brats who called themselves geniuses, she's arrogant enough to 

challenge celestials like them. 

Naive! 

But this is also good. If Ainsley got seriously injured, the Winged Guild could avenge their little princess 

Felicia and get rid of all troubles at once. 

The blonde woman's eyes flashed with a hint of murderous intent before calmly replying to Ainsley. 

"Okay. If that's the case, let's settle the duel's date." The woman paused before continuing. 

"In case you want to challenge some brats from other guilds, we will wait until you finish all your 

business before challenging us." 

Chapter 1132: "Becoming An Elite Guild" 

As an insider, how could the blonde woman not know that some geniuses from other guilds were 

waiting to challenge Ainsley? 

Although Gia from Merchant Guild couldn't do that because she wasn't a battle-oriented ability user, 

her other friends could challenge Ainsley on her behalf. 

The blonde woman was 'generous' enough to wait for Ainsley to clean up the brats, inflated her ego and 

then challenged the celestials with her eyes above her head... 

And then they would teach this girl a lesson! 

"For the time being, we won't take the blue Phoenix, but if you lose the fight, we will forcibly take the 

blue Phoenix. How is it?" 

The blonde woman added more conditions to their agreement, and Ainsley immediately agreed. 

"Of course. That's a good idea. But if I win, I want you to gather Blaze's evolution materials that only the 

celestial race have." 

Ainsley also didn't want to swallow any loss and raised her condition if she won the challenge. 

The celestials should have a lot of things that would be beneficial for Blaze's development! 

This is really a good chance to evolve Blaze from a high-level beast to a sacred beast. 



It was really hard for beasts to awaken their sacred bloodline, and Ainsley was also worried that Blaze 

couldn't advance further no matter what. 

After all, many mutants with legendary beast's bloodlines couldn't activate their bloodlines and couldn't 

be sacred beasts all their lives. 

If she could help Blaze with an external factor, that would be the best. 

The blonde woman pondered for a moment, but in the end, she also agreed to Ainsley's request. 

It wasn't hard to provide evolution materials for that little phoenix. Anyway, whether the baby could win 

against them or not was still a question. 

The blonde celestial believed in their race's strength. 

If they couldn't defeat such a young human with a suspected blood clan's lineage, they wouldn't be 

worthy of their celestial race's prestige! 

After the two sides reached an agreement, the trouble ended right there, and everyone dispersed. 

The Celestials returned to the Winged Guild while Ainsley strolled around the other big guilds, waiting 

for the geniuses to challenge her. 

That evening, Donny and Terry, the two geniuses from the tamer guilds, got a green light from their 

guild elders to challenge Ainsley. 

"If you can injure that brat in the challenge somehow, that will be good. But don't forget to protect 

yourself." 

The elders agreed to using challenge instead of a frontal duel because they learned from Charles and the 

three geniuses from the Winged Guild. 

The Winged Guild suffered the most damage, and this little brat was one of the damage dealers who 

dealt the biggest blow to the Winged Guild. 

Learning from the Winged Guild's misfortune, the other guilds were cautious and hoped their geniuses 

could protect themselves and chose the most favorable challenge for them. 

That night, Donny and Terry contacted Keane, agreeing with his proposal to issue a joint challenge to 

Ainsley. 

Of course, the content of their challenge would differ because they weren't the same ability user. 

"Let's visit the Irregular Tamer Guild tomorrow morning and meet that brat," Keane suggested. 

The other two agreed with Keane's idea, and that's how they settled their agreement. 

At the same time, the Irregular Tamer Guild welcomed a surge of new guild members. 

Once the ban was lifted, and many people knew about this guild, the guild staff had to work overtime 

because there were just too many people who wanted to join the guild! 



Now that the guild was popular among charm ability users in Gasha Country, Ainsley immediately raised 

the bar so only strong and suitable charm ability users could join the guild. 

It was even harder to join the Irregular Tamer Guild in Gasha Country than in Godlif Country! 

But precious and limited things had always been cherished. 

When the Gasha Country's charm ability users knew that the threshold to enter the guild was so high, 

they didn't feel bad at all. 

On the contrary, they felt that the guild was an elite one and not a cheap guild where anyone could join. 

Because of this, even charm ability users who had already become famous stars all around the country 

were also interested in joining the guild– 

Simply for the guild's prestige that symbolized high status. 

Not to mention many rich daughters and sons joined this guild and for celebrities like them, creating 

connections with these people was important. 

All of them scrambled to get closer to these rich and influential young people to get more resources in 

the entertainment industry! 

At the same time, Ainsley, who was a quasi-celebrity, gradually became more popular due to her case on 

the internet, and many people started to fall into her pit. 

They unknowingly became Ainsley's fans. 

Ainsley's fame also spread from the Gasha Country to Godlif Country's capital city. 

By now, even ordinary people knew that there was such a good ability user who 'represented' their 

country abroad. 

Although this representative was a mafia, and they hated mafias, because of Ainsley's age, people tend 

to be more lenient to her. 

Even the haters were a bit embarrassed to talk bad about Ainsley on the internet. 

After all, cursing and bullying a four-year-old toddler didn't sound good at all. 

Who told Ainsley to be so good when she's so young? 

The haters were simply unable to bully Ainsley anymore, afraid that the whole netizens would condemn 

them for driving a baby. 

Just like that, Ainsley smoothly accepted a few batches of new guild members and the next day, the 

people she was waiting for finally arrived. 

Yes. The three geniuses from the Shaman and Tamer Guilds are here! 

Chapter 1133: "Ain's Die-hard Fans" 

Keane, Donny and Terry arrived at Ainsley's guild right when the guild opened its doors to visitors. 



The three young men sat in the lobby and called the staff to contact Ainsley for them. 

"We come here to meet your guild founder." Keane took the initiative to inform the staff. 

The three people were not acting low-key at all, and from the moment they stepped into the guild's 

lobby, they attracted countless attention. 

When the staff knew that the three young men had come here for Ainsley, she immediately questioned 

the young men's purpose. 

"I'm sorry. Do you have an appointment with our guild founder?" 

Keane immediately shook his head. "I don't. But tell her we want to challenge her in the arena!" 

The surrounding people immediately went into an uproar. 

"Are these three people from the tamer guilds and the Shaman Guild?" 

"Look at their badge. Not only are they from the tamer and the Shaman Guild, but they're also 

considered an elite member!" 

"Oh, man. Don't tell me they're one of those guilds' so-called geniuses?" 

"I think so. They are as famous as the three people who fought Ainsley weeks ago." 

"Ah! Maybe these people are friends with the trio?" 

"I heard they're friends with Gia from the merchant guild." 

"Hissss the merchant guild. They're in big trouble for illegally suppressing other ability users' freedom of 

choosing guild, right?" 

"Yes, yes! Maybe these young men want to avenge their friends or something..." 

"There will be a good show. It's been a while since we watched the guild founder's battle!" 

The Irregular Tamer Guild cherished Ainsley so much that there were many fixed TV screens that only 

played Ainsley's battle videos in loops. 

One screen only played one video, so there were a lot of screens scattered throughout the guild 

building. 

There was even a hall of fame dedicated to Ainsley as the guild founder, telling the baby's life history up 

to now. 

Ainsley has already become a sort of celebrity, especially for charm ability users. 

Whether they were guild members, these charm ability users admired Ainsley from the bottom of their 

hearts. 

Ainsley is a representative of their 'weak' circle! 

Many people here didn't watch Ainsley's last battle royale, but they watched the video either through 

the internet or through the loop broadcast on the guild's TV screens. 



It wasn't an exaggeration to say that the guild even had a special museum to keep various Ainsley's 

merchandise that was open to the public! 

If Ainsley knew that these people actually made a lot of merchandise based on her, she would have died 

from shame. 

Anyway, when the surrounding onlookers heard that more idiots wanted to challenge Ainsley... 

They were all excited. 

Anyway, this challenge wasn't a frontal fight which means they could watch a more exciting challenge 

with a different format. 

The staff was actually a bit hesitant whether to inform Ainsley about the three young men or not. 

Still, after consulting Aaron and some appointed higher-ups, she finally contacted Ainsley. 

When Ainsley got the call, she had just finished breakfast and was idle enough to watch some local 

anime in this world. 

As an avid anime lover, she was relieved that this world also had good anime– albeit they weren't the 

same as those in her world. 

She was watching a comedy anime with a baby protagonist which was somewhat similar to her when 

the female staff called her. 

"Good morning, guild founder. I'm sorry to disturb you. There are three young men in the lobby who 

come here to see you." 

The staff paused to control her slight excitement from calling her idol before continuing her reports. 

"The three gentlemen said they wanted to challenge you in the arena." 

Ainsley, who was previously sluggish and lazy like Gudetama, instantly got energized. 

The baby jumped from the couch and ran to the nearest elevator. 

"Really? Tell them I'll meet them right away!" 

After that, Ainsley cut the phone call and brought Elliana with her. 

Of course, the three cats who always liked to watch some fun didn't want to be left behind, and one by 

one either jumped onto Ainsley's head and shoulder or directly became a human. 

The small group dashed to the lobby in just a few minutes, and when they arrived, many people had 

already surrounded the lounge area. 

They were all waiting to see Ainsley, who would come to meet the three guests! 

Because Ainsley was famous, it was hard for normal members to see her except for when they attended 

the inheritance ceremony. 

Still, during the ceremony, there was still some distance between them and Ainsley. 



They could only watch her from afar. 

How could they see Ainsley as close as when they saw other visitors in the lobby? 

Today, they were lucky to have a chance to see Ainsley from up close! 

The surrounding visitors, whether they were guild members or not, immediately called their friends and 

relatives to come to the guild to see Ainsley. 

It was so rare to see Ainsley at the guild's lobby...this was their chance to see their idol! 

Elliana noticed the slight disturbance and immediately contacted the security guard to control the flow 

of visitors so as not to create troubles. 

Ainsley didn't know that she was as popular as a third-line celebrity, and many people wanted to see 

her, shake hands with her or get her signature. 

Strong ability users in Godlif Country might not be treated as celebrities albeit famous, but in a peaceful 

country like Gasha Country– 

A lot of stars aren't in the entertainment industry and just famous for being influential ability users! 

So, how could Ainsley not be popular when she's so strong? 

Chapter 1134: "Two-faced Shaman" 

Since Ainsley was proven to be strong, It's no wonder the baby became so famous here that she should 

have started covering her face when she went out if she didn't want to cause a stampede! 

When Ainsley arrived, the staff immediately made way for Ainsley, keeping the visitors a few meters 

away from the guild founder. 

The surrounding onlookers noticed Ainsley's arrival and the lobby started to get noisy. 

"Ahhh! That's Ain-sama!" 

"I heard that Ain's real hair color is purple. I really want to see it. Must be cute!" 

"She's even cuter than in the video! Ahhh! I want to hug her!" 

"Be careful, man. You might be arrested for molesting an underage girl." 

"Ain is just too cute, okay?" 

"I can't believe that such a cute baby is so powerful. Will she accept disciples? If she does, I'll 

immediately rush to be her first disciple!" 

"I want her autograph..." 

"I want to shake hands with Ain-sama!" 

"Take a picture with me!" 

The onlookers frantically took a picture of their little idol, and some die-hard fans even screamed loudly, 

almost fainting on the spot. 



"AHHHH! AIN-SAMAAA!" 

The sweet smile on Ainsley's face almost cracked because of the die-hard fans' loud shout. 

The lobby was indeed huge, but when someone shouted that loudly, everyone almost went deaf. 

Ainsley gestured at the security guard to calm down the die-hard fans, afraid that if they fainted here, 

malicious people would slander her for this incident. 

After the security guard calmed the mass, Ainsley sat on the couch across from the three boys. 

After the boys were 'baptized' with Ainsley's fans' enthusiasm, they retracted their arrogant aura and 

became much more low-key within minutes. 

Hey, they're not dumb. If they kept their arrogance when Ainsley's fans were around, wouldn't the fans 

tear them to pieces? 

The boys were quite well-known among their guild members, but because they were rarely exposed to 

the public through the internet or the battle arena... 

Their popularity was much worse than Charles and the three geniuses from the Winged Guild. 

Of course, Ainsley's popularity after her two duels in one go soared to the sky and was enough to crush 

Charles and others' popularity. 

With how developed the internet was and ever since the internet ban was lifted, almost every netizen 

who liked to surf the internet at least knew about this 'blood clan's cub' from Godlif Country. 

Most of them knew Ainsley's disguised appearance and only a few knew Ainsley's true appearance. 

However, the majority still knew that Ainsley was a mafia boss in her young age! 

Although they didn't really know which mafia family this baby belonged to, that one unique title was 

enough for many people to remember Ainsley. 

After all, the contrast between a cute toddler and a usually fierce mafia was too huge. 

People couldn't imagine how a mafia boss turned out to be a toddler who was so cute that she could 

debut as a child idol. 

The three boys didn't know that Ainsley was already so popular in their own country until now. 

They thought that Ainsley was still 'hated' by the whole netizens due to the rumor regarding her guild 

itself. 

Who would have known that within just a few days, Ainsley turned the table by winning a battle royale 

against three geniuses at once? 

She's too unpredictable! 

The three boys were also not idiots. 

After witnessing Charles and the three geniuses' tragic end in Ainsley's hands, they didn't want to 

propose a life-risking challenge. 



Ainsley had just sat down when Keane, the genius shaman in his early twenties, immediately 

straightened his back as he looked down at the tiny baby in front of him. 

"I'm sorry for disturbing you, guild founder." 

Keane had a polite smile on his face, completely different from when he talked badly about Ainsley 

behind the baby. 

This is a pro-two-faced young man! 

Ainsley raised an eyebrow at Keane's sudden change but didn't talk much and just nodded at the young 

man. 

Rather than being interested in Keane's two-faced character, Ainsley was more interested in the two 

spirits floating behind Keane. 

This is why Ainsley immediately knew that Keane must be a shaman, and a talented one on top of that. 

So far, she had never seen a shaman in their early twenties having more than one contracted spirit! 

The two spirits looked young, maybe around the Godfather's age in appearance, but of course, the 

Godfather was way older than them both in spirit age or the day they died. 

The Godfather was at least thirty-ish years old when he died, and he had been a spirit for thousands of 

years. 

On the contrary, the two spirits behind Keane looked like they died young, even before they reached 

thirty. 

Their spirit age was also not that old because their bodies were mostly transparent and had no color, 

unlike the Godfather, who still retained some of his bright color, such as his hair or eyes. 

The two spirits must be relatively young spirits who had died in less than a decade. 

Keane didn't know that Ainsley was observing his two spirits but his two spirits noticed Ainsley's gaze. 

Of course, because the two spirits were relatively young, they weren't as arrogant as older spirits and 

immediately averted their gazes. 

They weren't dumb either, okay? They could feel the power of a much stronger spirit related to this little 

shaman... 

This little shaman's spirit must be an expert! A true legend! 

If they're only a town legend or something, this baby's contracted spirit must be a worldwide famous 

person. 

The two spirits didn't know what business their contractor had with this baby, but they swore they must 

never offend this baby's contracted spirit! 

Chapter 1135: "Spirit Hunting Challenge" 

Ainsley didn't look at the spirits for too long and immediately looked back at Keane. 



"Let's talk straight to the point. Why do you want to meet me?" 

Keane already knew that Ainsley would ask him this question, and he immediately put on a solemn 

expression. 

"As you know, we are Felicia's admirers, and we are not pleased with what you did to her. So...we are 

here to challenge you in the arena officially." 

Ainsley didn't look surprised at all and even looked as if she had been looking forward to these three 

coming to challenge her. 

"Oh, so it's like that. Okay, I'll accept your challenge. Is it another battle royale, or?" 

Before Ainsley could continue, Donny and Terry already cut her speech simultaneously. 

"No!" 

"N-no battle royale." 

The boys looked flustered to the point of almost scaring the hell out of their souls. 

They really didn't want to challenge Ainsley in a frontal battle! 

Ainsley faked her expression and acted as if she was surprised by the boys' reaction. 

"What's going on? If it's not a battle royale, then is it a one-on-one fight? But I don't have much time– " 

Once more, before Ainsley could finish her words, Keane interrupted with cold sweat drenching his 

back. 

"No, no, you misunderstood. We don't want to fight you in a frontal fight. The type of challenge we want 

to do isn't a real fight in the ring at all!" 

The important thing had to be emphasized twice so that Ainsley wouldn't misunderstand. 

This time, Ainsley was genuinely surprised by Keane's words. 

She didn't know much about the Gasha Country's battle arena aside from what she had already 

experienced. 

It turned out there were other battle modes aside from a frontal fight in the ring?! 

Ainsley, who thought that she had to fight another boring battle with these three people, immediately 

became energized. 

"I'm sorry, I didn't know the battle arena allows challenges outside of a frontal fight. Can you tell me 

what kind of challenge you want me to do?" 

Ainsley politely asked Keane, but her eyes couldn't hide her excitement at all. 

Hey! If there's a new way to torture the big guilds...who wouldn't be excited to do it? 

Keane didn't notice Ainsley's excitement at all, but he suddenly got a shiver down his spine, and the 

other two got goosebumps. 



Still, the three people suppressed their feelings and calmly explained what kind of challenge they 

wanted to propose to Ainsley. 

Keane was the first one to talk. 

"Well, the battle arena really allows various challenges even outside of the battle arena's building, but 

we need official staff and audience to be our witness." 

Keane paused to let Ainsley digest the news before continuing. 

"The challenge I want to do is related to our ability as a shaman. There is this famous place around the 

capital, and it's full of wild and dangerous spirits..." 

Ainsley nodded at Keane's words and gestured at him to continue. "Then, then? What do we do there?" 

This place must be similar to her family's mausoleum. 

However, the mausoleum was a controlled place for spirits, while the one Keane mentioned must be 

independent, free from humans' touch. 

Keane didn't disappoint and immediately told the rest of the news. 

"Well, there is this activity that we shamans usually do when we visit this special place. We either hunt 

spirits for training or get their recognition." 

Getting recognition is a milder challenge and training because the shamans can please the wild spirits 

using various things. 

The guild usually pushed the new shamans and juniors to do this activity to train their shaman ability. 

But the spirit hunting one...that's a really dangerous activity that only elite and senior shamans in the 

guild are allowed to participate in. 

"For our challenge...I want us to hunt spirits. We can't have any supporting items to hunt spirits, and in 

the end, the number of spirits and the spirit quality will determine the winner." 

Keane didn't hesitate to choose a harder challenge! 

Ainsley had never heard that shamans could hunt spirits, mainly because spirits in Godlif Country were 

much more powerful than shamans, and shamans were in the lower position. 

However, the Gasha Country's spirits weren't as strong as those in Godlif Country. 

Thus, the shamans here could hunt spirits and coerce them to make contracts with the shamans. 

If not for this, how could the shaman guild develop fast when there were many rune masters and 

talisman masters in this country that could suppress them? 

"Usually, we only hunt one or two spirits to give them to the new shamans and juniors, but there are 

some cases when we hunt just to train our ability." 

Keane explained the type of hunting that they would do in this challenge. 



"In this case, we have to hunt as many spirits as we can, and after the training ends, we will let them 

go." 

However, because there were too few items that could trap spirits and abduct them, the elite shamans 

in training would only use their aura and ability to restrain the spirits. 

This is much more dangerous than using items because the spirits can rebel anytime, anywhere. 

As long as the shamans are careless or getting weak at some points, the defeated spirits can suddenly 

attack the shamans to death. 

Spirits can't attack other ability users and ordinary people, but shamans have unique physiques and the 

majority of dead spirits could attack shamans in their shaman mode with special abilities. 

This is also why most shamans in Godlif Country didn't use force to bound the spirit but lured them with 

their talents or items. 

After all, if they weren't strong enough, they could die in the spirits' hands! 

Chapter 1136: "The Sooner, The Better" 

After telling Ainsley the general knowledge related to their challenge, Keane started to explain the 

challenge process. 

"We will enter this special place for an hour and open a live broadcast to prevent cheating. After an 

hour, the judge will count the number of spirits we catch and their quality." 

Keane looked at Ainsley as he spoke, determined to make Ainsley understand the rules as soon as 

possible. 

Of course, he also explained the precautions. 

"In case the challenger is heavily injured by the spirits, they can shoot a red flare to signal the 

surrounding staff to save them." 

Until then, no one was allowed to be around the hunting ground. 

"This special place is a huge cave with very little light. But the live broadcast camera is a high-tech 

camera, and it will be no problem to shoot in the dark, " Keane added. 

Of course, since the challengers weren't allowed to bring any external items to help them in this 

challenge, whether they could use flashlights or not was questionable. 

"Before entering the cave, the staff will confiscate our spatial storage, which means all the things we can 

bring to the cave are limited and must be checked first." 

Ainsley immediately became serious when she heard that she couldn't bring spatial storage with her. 

This means if she wanted the Godfather to use his blood manipulation ability, they had to find blood 

inside the cave, but since the cave was full of spirits... 

There couldn't be beasts or monsters, right? 



"Oh, right. Because this is a challenge for shamans, during the challenge, the challengers can't use other 

abilities aside from the shaman." 

Keane had a faint smile on his face as he explained the last challenge's rule. 

Yes. The challenger could only rely on their shaman ability because this is a battle between shamans! 

Ainsley was taken aback for a moment but thinking again; it wasn't hard to follow this rule. 

Although her charm was somewhat effective on spirits, she could still subdue the wild spirits using her 

shaman ability. 

It's just that...spirits could hurt shamans but shamans couldn't harm spirits even when they were in 

shaman mode– unless their contracted spirits fought for them. 

This is why the exorcists who could harm spirits with their special abilities were unique and rare. 

After all, even shamans couldn't injure spirits unless they used their aura and momentum or their 

strength realm was already high enough to create a shaman domain. 

Ainsley, in her shaman mode, could already use a domain, but that's the Godfather's blood ability 

domain, not a shaman domain herself. 

This means they had to use other ways if they wanted to threaten the wild spirits to obey them. 

No wonder this hunting activity was only limited to senior and elite shamans who possibly had already 

created their own shaman domain. 

Otherwise, it would be super hard to fight the wild spirits when they couldn't even injure the spirits. 

Well, Ainsley wasn't that nervous because she believed that the Godfather was strong enough to 

intimidate a lot of spirits, while she also had some tricks to threaten the spirits... 

Maybe it was time to activate her long-lost oscar-level acting. 

Ainsley nodded at Keane"s explanation and didn't wait for Keane to ask him whether she wanted to 

accept the challenge or not. 

The baby immediately spoke with eyes full of interest. 

"This is interesting. I'll accept the challenge. When will we do the challenge? The sooner, the better!" 

Keane thought Ainsley would be a bit intimidated after hearing the challenge rules because he himself 

was a bit nervous. 

He had done this challenge once but he was protected by his seniors back then. 

Still, he was heavily injured, and if it were not for his seniors protecting him, he would have died under 

the spirits' attacks. 

It was really annoying that they couldn't attack the wild spirits without their contracted spirits unless 

they had a shaman domain. 

But Keane already experienced the challenge once, and he was more or less familiar with the terrain. 



On the other hand, Ainsley knew nothing about the terrain or the spirit types, and as a newcomer, the 

spirits there would be more hostile to Ainsley than to him. 

Keane didn't expect Ainsley to be so calm. She was even excited to do this challenge! 

As expected of a war maniac. She's a psychopath! 

Keane suppressed his subtle fear towards Ainsley and just laughed it off. 

"Okay, the sooner, the better. How about three days from now? I'll give you time to prepare and 

investigate this cave within these three days." 

Keane was quite 'fair' in this regard, but because the cave was restricted and no ordinary shaman could 

casually visit the cave, Keane still believed in his terrain advantage. 

Anyway, what Ainsley could investigate was limited to information on the internet. 

She was also not allowed to send her spirit to the cave to spy on the terrain in advance. 

This is to avoid an unfair battle! 

"Three days...that's enough." Ainsley immediately agreed and thought she might challenge the celestials 

within a week. 

After promising Keane to do the challenge, Ainsley shifted her attention to the two boys next to Keane. 

Apparently, they were tamers. One of them was a monster tamer, and the other was a beast tamer. 

"Okay. I know the two of you also want to challenge me, so please tell me what kind of challenge you 

want me to do." 

Ainsley immediately spoke straight to the point, enough to frighten the two tamers for a few seconds. 

That's it? She discussed the challenge with Keane in less than ten minutes! Why is she so casual when all 

these challenges are risky?! 

Chapter 1137: "Death Meadow" 

The two tamers didn't expect Ainsley to be so casual. 

Maybe she didn't know how dangerous the shaman challenge was, but since she had agreed... 

If she was heavily injured in the shaman challenge, maybe she wouldn't have time to challenge them, 

right? 

Thinking like this, the two slightly cowardly tamers who already felt that it was better not to challenge 

Ainsley immediately suggested their own challenge. 

"Our challenge is simple. You just need to tame monsters or beasts within an hour, and the one who can 

tame the most beasts or monsters with high-level wins." 

Donny spoke on behalf of Terry, but he didn't think of challenging Ainsley at the same time. 



After all, it would be unfair to Ainsley if she had to tame both monsters and beasts when they only had 

to tame one of them. 

In the end, the result would still be calculated depending on the challenger's tamer type. 

It would be extremely disadvantageous for Ainsley if she wanted to challenge both of them at the same 

time, but who would have known that... 

Ainsley actually wanted to do the impossible. 

"Well, okay, I get it. To save time, how about I challenge the two of you at the same time?" 

Hearing Ainsley's words, Donny and Terry were instantly dizzy. 

This baby just asked them if she could challenge them both at the same time! Not to mention the 

difficulty level, even the fairness level was odd. 

If they agreed to this ridiculous request, their chance to win the challenge would be higher, but wouldn't 

the fans and netizens curse them for being unfair? 

The two boys sweated nervously and tried to persuade Ainsley to consider her decision thoroughly. 

"T-this idea doesn't seem good...it is unfair for you, and the battle arena's staff won't allow this kind of 

set-up either." 

Donny wiped his sweat as he tried to persuade Ainsley. However, the baby didn't thank him and 

furrowed her eyebrows instead. 

"Why is it unfair? If I can do the battle royale one versus three, just fighting two people in a taming 

challenge is okay, right?" 

Ainsley also knew that she would have to tame much more monsters and beasts to win against the two 

tamers with different ability types. 

She had to keep in mind how many beasts and monsters she could tame. 

Else, a slight mistake might make her win against one of the boys but lose to the other one. 

Still, for Ainsley, who could tame monsters and beasts so fast that she could harvest so many monsters 

and beasts in the annual tide... 

Fighting against two normal beasts and a monster tamer seemed unfair, right? It was her who was 

unfair instead of the boys! 

The boys never watched Ainsley's taming video because the battle was always chaotic, and it was hard 

to see whether the monsters and the beasts were tamed or not. 

At the same time, the most famous taming video related to Ainsley still stayed at the Aretha War and 

the recent annual tide. 

Unfortunately, in the Aretha War, Ainsley mainly tamed monsters of the same type, which was a flying 

type. 



On the annual tide's battle video, the guild members were the highlight instead of Ainsley. 

Because of this, the boys and many people who weren't from the Godlif Country had a false impression 

of Ainsley. 

They thought that her quick taming method only worked for certain types of monsters. 

It was a pity that the place the boys wanted to use to hold the challenge didn't have many flying-type 

monsters... 

Which means it would be 'disadvantageous' to Ainsley! 

Ainsley didn't know the boys' careful thoughts, and she hadn't even asked the challenge venue. 

The baby looked at the two nervous boys who wanted to accept Ainsley's proposal but were afraid of 

the netizens' wrath and couldn't help but sigh. 

"It's okay. I'll tell everyone that I am willing to challenge the two of you simultaneously because it's my 

idea. You don't need to worry about unfairness." 

Since Ainsley had said that, the boys could do nothing but accept Ainsley's idea. 

After that, the boys began to tell Ainsley about the challenge venue they had chosen for this challenge. 

"There is a kind of meadow not far from the capital city, and this meadow is full of monsters and beasts 

with varying levels." 

Terry, the bookish beast tamer who knew a lot about places with wild beasts and monsters, was the one 

in charge of informing Ainsley. 

He took out his tab from his small backpack and showed the information related to this meadow. 

"We usually call this the Death Meadow because no humans can live here." 

Of course, how could they live there when the meadow was full of beasts and monsters of all sizes? 

The meadow looked simple like the usual meadow, even similar to a magic prairie at Ainsley's mansion. 

However, this meadow hid a lot of underground monsters and beasts, not to mention camouflage 

beasts and monsters. 

There weren't a lot of trees here, but once there was a tree, the tree would be a gigantic one that could 

host a lot of beasts and monsters at once. 

Usually, monsters and beasts didn't live together, but this meadow had a strange yet good effect on 

both beasts and monsters' evolution. 

Because of this, many wild beasts and monsters of various evolutionary levels lived here. 

The meadow was a kind of battlefield for monsters and beasts but also a paradise for tamers. 

As usual, there were two zones in the meadow– the beginner's zone and the expert's zone. 



Just from the name alone, one could guess the difficulty level between the two zones, and the boys 

wanted the challenge to be held in both zones! 

Chapter 1138: "Wild Monster & Beast Taming Challenge" 

The unique thing was… 

Low-level up to mid-level beasts and monsters would subconsciously stay in the beginner's zone 

because the strange magical effect was too strong for them in the expert's zone. 

On the contrary, the higher-level beasts and monsters, even those who wanted to evolve to be sacred 

beasts and such, liked to stay inside the expert's zone– 

Mainly because the magical effect was too good for them. 

Unfortunately, this meadow seemed to have grudges for flying-type monsters and beasts. 

It was said that this meadow hated all kinds of living beings with wings, which was why only a small 

number of winged beings could enter this place. 

Rumors and legends said that in the entire Gasha Country blessed by celestials, only this Death Meadow 

seemed to hate celestials. 

People said that many blood clan members died at that meadow which triggered the strange magical 

effect on beasts and monsters, especially those with blood clan lineage. 

The boys also thought about Ainsley being a blood clan's cub, and the meadow might be good for her, 

but after knowing that the baby was a pure human being... 

They were confident that the meadow wouldn't do anything good to Ainsley. 

"Both Beast and Monster Tamer Guilds often come to this meadow to train, just like how the Shaman 

Guild members visit the mysterious spirit cave to train." 

Donny took over the conversation smoothly as he introduced more information about the Death 

Meadow. 

Ainsley wasn't the only one interested in listening to Donny's explanation. 

Even the three sacred beasts around the baby were also curious. 

Maybe this meadow can help them evolve faster! If that's the case, they definitely had to sneak into the 

meadow and try the effect. 

"Unlike the spirit cave that is basically under the Shaman Guild's ruling, the Death Meadow is open to 

the public which means on the day of the challenge, there might be other people." 

Donny warned Ainsley in advance, afraid that she would think their guild sent people to disturb Ainsley. 

Although this is possible, the battle arena's staff wouldn't allow that. 

"Just like the spirit hunting challenge, this taming challenge will also involve live broadcasting, so you 

don't need to worry about any unfairness." 



Donny paused before reassuring Ainsley once more. 

"There are often similar challenges held in the Death Meadow, so once the others see our special live 

broadcast camera, the other visitors won't disturb us." 

But whether other visitors would have an accident and unfortunately dragged the challengers into this 

accident or not was unknown for the time being. 

There were many cases where the challengers got heavily injured not because of the challenge itself but 

because of other people at the Death Meadow. 

"There will be mercenaries, non-registered tamers, beast and monster hunters, and so on." 

Terry closed the tab and pocketed it back into the bag as he shared some advice with Ainsley. 

"Because there may be certain dangers involved here, we have to be careful about these people too." 

After all, these people could possibly rob the challengers' tamed beasts and monsters. 

Although the challengers here could bring temporary contract scroll to facilitate their challenge, other 

people could rob them simply using force. 

"All of these are included in the challenge's rules which means we not only have to tame a lot of 

monsters and beasts at once but also have to beware of robbers, " Terry added. 

The two tamers were more generous in sharing information with Ainsley than Keane, who only shared 

the general rules in his challenge. 

For this, Ainsley felt a bit pleased and secretly didn't plan to make them lose their limbs and such. 

Scaring them to the point of not being able to recover for some time was enough to give them a lesson. 

The two tamers didn't know that their slight kindness actually saved their limbs and lives. 

After the boys explained a lot of things related to the meadow, they finally asked the most important 

thing, which was the date of the challenge. 

"How about three days after Keane's challenge?" Donny was the first one to propose an idea. 

Three days were enough for Ainsley to rest and heal all her injuries during Keane's challenge, if she got 

any. 

However, if her injuries were too serious...they would have to cancel the challenge, and Ainsley would 

be automatically declared as the loser. 

Ainsley didn't mind this setting and immediately agreed. 

"Okay, that's it. But I will trouble the two of you to arrange the challenge with the battle arena's staff. If 

you need my signature or anything, just call me." 

Ainsley was too lazy to deal with the complicated challenge's process and immediately handed it over to 

the three boys. 



She didn't think they would dare to play some tricks since the battle arena's staff had already proven 

neutral and fair. 

They were even fairer than the celestials... 

But this schedule seemed to be a bit tight for Ainsley, especially since she had to fight three challenges 

against a shaman, two tamers and a bunch of celestials. 

The celestials would be the final for sure before she challenged all the guild's higher-ups at once. 

Ainsley gently kneaded her temple and felt that she fought a lot in Gasha Country instead of doing other 

things. 

Maybe she's destined to fight for her entire life, right?! 

After settling the agreement, the three boys left the guild while Ainsley informed the celestials who 

wanted to make trouble with her. 

"I have two challenges this week, so I'll challenge you guys next week. How is it?" 

The baby talked over the phone, and the arrogant blonde celestial immediately agreed. 

"Okay, that's it. We will talk about the challenge details after you finish your two challenges." 

Chapter 1139: "The Little Shaman Will Be Doomed" 

The blonde celestial believed that they wouldn't lose and it was actually more beneficial to fight when 

Ainsley was exhausted after joining two intensive challenges. 

Not to mention if Ainsley lost one of the two challenges against the three geniuses... 

They didn't have to make trouble for Ainsley and could be considered already avenged Felicia for the 

Winged Guild under their control. 

Just like that, Ainsley settled three more challenges this month, rushing to be the busiest fighter of the 

month. 

Of course, the baby didn't forget her 'celebrity' career, and through her battle videos and daily life 

videos, she was already well-known throughout the entire Godlif's capital city. 

It was estimated that after the challenges this week and before challenging the celestial, she would have 

accomplished Zev's mission a year ago– 

To make her famous throughout the entire capital city before she turned five years old. 

Nowadays, even ordinary people know there was a cute broadcast anchor who often broadcasted her 

daily life as a mafia boss and a guild founder, plus occasional exciting live battles. 

It's not that they disliked battles. 

Ordinary people also liked to watch ability users fight, but most of them didn't have access to watch the 

fight unless they watched a live broadcast. 

However, not many broadcast anchors wanted to show a live battle. 



After all, those who usually fought in arenas and such didn't have time to be a broadcast anchor. 

On the other hand, those who had time were usually weak ability users and their fights weren't real 

fights between capable ability users. 

Thus, ordinary people could only watch ready-made battle videos on the internet, but the feel was 

different from watching it live through the live broadcast. 

After all, there was a holographic mode for live broadcast, but there was none for an ordinary uploaded 

video. 

The demand for cool fighting videos broadcasted live was extremely high, even among ability users. 

Ainsley undoubtedly satisfied the audience' demands. 

Not only was her style of fighting full of cool effects, but her cute appearance also made a huge bonus 

for her own popularity. 

After all, people would be more curious to watch beautiful and handsome ability users fight than 

watching some random burly guys fight to the death. 

Ainsley's age was also her advantage in capturing many audience' curiosity. 

Even those who usually didn't like to watch live broadcast battle videos would be more or less curious to 

watch Ainsley's fight, entirely because of her super young age. 

Thanks to all this factor, now, Ainsley was famous in both Godlif Country and Gasha Country. 

The baby's fame far outdone young fighters and even surpassed seniors and old experts. 

If not for her being a mafia boss, many old experts and seniors would want to accept her as their 

disciples! 

A few days passed so quickly, and finally, it was the day of the spirit hunting challenge against Keane. 

The battle arena that supervised this challenge was undoubtedly Battle Arena A, the largest Battle Arena 

in Guild Union Zone. 

This arena was called the largest because they were the only arena that allowed challenges outside of 

the arena's building itself. 

This means Battle Arena A had limitless 'arena' thanks to its privilege to host unique challenges. 

Because this arena was the biggest, it was also the most popular among Gasha Country's people. 

The number of followers on social media was even on par with big celebrities and other popular brands 

or influencers. 

As early as Keane registered for this challenge, the staff already announced the news to their countless 

followers, instantly creating another trending topic for Ainsley. 

In the past few days, the internet was busy talking about the mysterious Inheritance Stone but as soon 

as Battle Arena A's official social media spread the news... 



The netizens immediately shifted their focus and started to talk about this sudden challenge. 

[Am I blind or something? It has been a long time since Battle Arena A held a unique challenge!] 

[Yes, yes! It's usually seniors and old experts who hold challenges like this instead of a direct match.] 

[It is quite boring to watch a frontal match in the ring from time to time. Holding this kind of unique 

challenge is a new breeze for us.] 

[Hey...is it only me who is shocked to see that a certain super baby is one of the challenges listed in this 

challenge?!] 

[It's only you. All of us are already calm in front of such a miraculous baby. Don't you know that this 

baby fights countless wars and battles in her home country?] 

[Yes, yes. Just a few fights and challenges aren't that difficult for a fighting expert like her!] 

[....you guys are crazy.] 

[No. It's the little baby who is crazy!] 

[This time, it's a shaman challenge. We haven't seen the little baby showing her original shaman ability 

instead of her spirit's ability. I'm really curious!] 

[The one upstairs– in the end, shamans fight, relying on their contracted spirits.] 

[Whether it's their own shaman ability or not, it's the same as when they're in shaman mode, right?] 

[As a shaman, it's actually different but not that different either.] 

[...can't you explain it and don't confuse us?!] 

[It's hard to explain. Anyway, this challenge will be hard for that baby– considering she can't bring 

spatial storage.] 

[Right, right. Her spirit is a blood manipulator, and it's hard to fight when there's no blood. 

Unfortunately, the Spirit Cave has no living beings other than the Dead Spirits.] 

[Technically, they're also dead and not living beings...] 

[Either way, there won't be flesh and blood to use. For someone who relies heavily on blood…that's bad 

news.] 

[Damn. This little shaman will be doomed this time?!] 

Chapter 1140: "Playing Small Tricks On The Spirit Cave's Spirits" 

Many people didn't underestimate Ainsley's power but in this spirit hunting challenge, she had too many 

disadvantages. 

They couldn't help but doubt Ainsley's performance in such a disadvantageous challenge. 

However, a lot of people also believed in Ainsley no matter what the situation looked like. 



[Hush. Don't be too quick to judge if you don't want to be face-slapped later. I still believe that she is 

more than just what we see.] 

[As a shaman, I can popularize some shaman science facts for you mortals.] 

[Upstairs...how can you link shamans with science? Ridiculous!] 

[Anyway, you guys have to know that shamans also have different types.] 

[There are shamans who have unique abilities related to spirits, and they're geniuses among shamans.] 

[Yes, yes. I bet this kid also had a hidden shaman attribute, right?!] 

Indeed. Ainsley didn't forget her shaman physique that could borrow other spirits' ability for twelve 

hours. 

After knowing she wouldn't be able to rely on Godfather's ability when possessing her, the baby turned 

her target to her stock spirits. 

She let the spirits live in her dimensional bracelet and now, a day before the challenge started, she let 

the spirits visit the Spirit Cave in advance. 

The purpose? They could blend among other wild spirits and when Ainsley visited, she could easily 

'negotiate' with them to borrow their spirits. 

This is a bit cunning and tricky, but it's not unfair either. 

Anyway, Ainsley didn't believe that Keane and his guild didn't have acquaintances at that Spirit Cave. 

Ainsley guessed right. Keane did have an acquaintance, but it was his senior's acquaintance. 

Because he was the son of the guild's vice leader, the seniors tried to please him to get some benefits. 

He also never offended the seniors and other high-level guild staff, only offending those around his age 

or younger. 

Thanks to this, he could ask his senior for help regarding the wild spirit inside the Spirit Cave. 

Coincidentally, one of his seniors made a deal with a wild spirit there in exchange for an item when the 

senior went to the cave for training. 

The senior used this favor to help Keane in the Spirit Hunting Challenge. 

Of course, Keane promised him a lot of benefits after he successfully won the challenge. 

The seniors knew that Keane's dad wasn't the vice leader anymore but now that the guild leader was 

back, Keane's chance to be her disciple was actually high. 

After all, he's the most talented shaman among shamans his age, and he's even in the top 10 among 

seniors. 

The seniors all thought that since the guild leader usually cherished young talents, if Keane could really 

get into the guild leader's eyes, they could continue to hug Keane's golden thigh. 



The senior who helped Keane wasn't exceptionally talented among other geniuses and elite members. 

He could barely squeeze into the elite team and was lucky enough to be selected to train at the Spirit 

Cave. 

He wouldn't necessarily get into the guild leader's eyes, and his future was limited to other elite 

members' futures with no better options. 

However, Keane could change his fate once the guild leader noticed him. 

The senior patted Keane's shoulder as he spoke earnestly. 

"I've talked to the spirit inside the Spirit Cave. One of them has a silver bracelet. That's the one who will 

help you with things." 

Keane's eyes immediately brightened. "Thank you, senior. I'll win this challenge and get the guild leader 

to notice me." 

After all, a few days ago, just right after he agreed to do the challenge with Ainsley, the guild leader got 

the news and was very supportive of this challenge. 

She even asked all guild members, whether new members, juniors or seniors, to watch the live 

broadcast later on. 

Keane was pleasantly surprised when he heard the news, and how he could not be excited. 

He not only had to defeat Ainsley, but he had to perform better than he ever did! 

The senior also knew about this, so he immediately proposed to help Keane. 

"Anyway, no one will know about this, and I also don't believe your opponent will be honest." 

The senior justified Keane's trick, but this was all within Ainsley's calculation. 

That's why the baby didn't hesitate to send her 'stock spirits' to the cave ahead of time. 

After Keane made a deal with the senior, he immediately returned to his home and talked to his father 

about tomorrow's challenge. 

The challenge would start at 9 o'clock, and the challengers had to be there an hour before the challenge 

began. 

"Dad, wait for me. I'll show the guild leader my talents and I'll be her disciple!" 

The ex-vice leader was immediately pleased with his son's ambition and gave his son a lot of things to 

nourish his contracted spirits and his shaman body. 

"I heard your opponent's spirit is formidable, but don't worry. With these items, your spirits can be on 

par with that brat's spirit!" 

The father knew Ainsley's spirit was the Godfather, and he was a bit afraid that his son would suffer 

from that savage spirit. 



Still, with these helping items to boost the two spirits' strength, they might be able to fight the 

Godfather for a few minutes. 

"Anyway, you can't bring your spatial storage and can't use external items, but you can use them before 

the challenge starts." 

The father gave Keane some unique potions that could enhance the shaman's sensitivity to spirits, which 

would undoubtedly raise their favorability among spirits. 

He also gave Keane tons of stuff to temporarily boost his shaman power so it could last for a few hours 

without a problem! 

With this, Keane could use his ability freely without fearing drying his energy core. 

Then, Keane's dad slowly spoke in whispers to his son, as if afraid others would hear him. 

"Son, you…" 

 


